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TJ and Ashley Schweigert both have grown up in ranching families,
all across the state of Montana.
TJ’s dad, Riggie Schweigert, has worked for numerous large cattle
operations in Hardin, Boulder, Red Lodge, Havre, Wisdom, and the
Miles City area before becoming a MT state brand inspector. He also
raised American Quarter Horses along with his wife Nancy and 5
children. TJ has been exposed to the horse and cattle industry
since a very young age, having those experiences has provided him
with the knowledge it takes to raise good quality horses.
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Ashley’s love of breeding and raising horses came about at a very
young age as well, in Northeastern Montana. Both her mother and
her grandparents started with a few mares breeding them to outside
stallions with the intention of having good horses for the Farm. This
gradually turned into Ashley competing in Open and local Junior
Rodeos with one of those foals, eventually breeding her to Betty and
Harvey Lapke’s stallions, who lived just down the road. Ashley begin
helping them out with their breeding operation whenever she could.
The products of those breedings coupled with her Great Uncle, Tom
Fornall’s teachings, Ashley started those colts, continuing on to
show in MQHA shows as well as competing in High School and
College Rodeo. Ashley’s step-dad, Charles Hellickson, also helped
greatly in the development of her horse desires, living and working
on several ranches across Montana, Ashley learned how to handle
and to read cattle and what ranching requires of a horse. This only
added fuel to her desire for breeding a truly versatile horse. One
that could handle all the aspects of ranch life, to have conformation
correct enough to show, speed and agility to run barrels or rope,
gentle enough for anyone to handle, and be generally easy on the
eyes.
During and after High School, Ashley worked for multiple different
trainers, everything from basic colt starters, reiners, barrels, rope
horse, working cow, team penners, and race, both Thoroughbred
and Quarter Horses, learning many different disciplines and what it
takes to build them. Through this she also saw the difference in
conformation and breeding that is common for these specific
disciplines and believes that a better horse can always be made with
planning and careful breeding.
Most of T Lazy S Ranch’s breeding stock comes from this long line of
breeding and ideology based on both TJ and Ashley’s experiences.
In 2009, Ashley received an AQHA 10 year Breeder Award.
www.tlazysranch.com
41500 Stasso Rd

Polson, Montana
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